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Facility Parameter Date Reported Value Units 
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! PNPN((! <)M=P! @$!B
gP!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! TNON((! =)TVO>! @$!B
gP!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! >N(PN((! =)OOO<! @$!B
gP!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (=N<ON((! ()SM(! @$!B
gP!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ((N<N((! ()OOV! @$!B
gP!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (<N<N((! ()=T! @$!B
gP!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNPN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNTN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNMN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNON((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNVN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNSN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN>N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN((N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(<N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(PN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(TN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(MN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(ON((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(VN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(SN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(>N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<=N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<(N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<<N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
!HS!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<PN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<TN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<MN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<ON((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<VN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<SN((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<>N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP=N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP(N((! (<T><! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNPN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNTN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNMN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNVN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNSN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN>N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(=N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN((N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(<N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(PN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(TN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(MN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(ON((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(VN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(SN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(>N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<=N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<(N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<<N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<PN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<TN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<ON((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<VN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<SN((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<>N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNP=N((! (((OV! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(PN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
!HG!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(TN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(MN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(ON((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(VN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(SN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(>N((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<=N((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<(N((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<<N((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<PN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<TN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<MN((! TPMP! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<TN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<MN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<ON((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<VN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<SN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<>N((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NP=N((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NP(N((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NPN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NTN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NMN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NON((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NVN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NSN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N>N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(=N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N((N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(<N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(PN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(TN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(MN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(ON((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(VN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(SN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(>N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<=N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
!HR!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<(N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<<N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<PN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<TN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<MN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<ON((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<VN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<SN((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<>N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NP=N((! <MPO! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NPN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NTN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NMN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NON((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NVN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NSN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N>N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(=N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N((N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(<N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(PN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(TN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(MN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(ON((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(VN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(SN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(>N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<=N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<(N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<<N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<PN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<TN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<MN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<ON((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<VN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<SN((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<>N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NP=N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
!HA!
3D,/'R%B+!K:%H!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NP(N((! (<<<V! BP!-g(!
! ! ! ! !2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! <N(MN((! ()M(! @$!B
gP!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! PNSN((! ()<>! @$!B
gP!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! TNMN((! =)>>S! @$!B
gP!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! >NON((! ()MM! @$!B
gP!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (=NTN((! ()P>! @$!B
gP!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ((N(N((! ()=S! @$!B
gP!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(TN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(MN((! OS(T! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(ON((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(VN((! (OOMO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(SN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(>N((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<=N((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<(N((! (=M>>! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<<N((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<PN((! (OOMO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<TN((! (=M>>! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<MN((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<ON((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<VN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<SN((! PM>O(! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(N((! OS(T! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<N((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNPN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNTN((! (=M>>! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNMN((! PM>O(! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNON((! (OOMO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNVN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNSN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN>N((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN((N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(PN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
!K@!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(TN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(MN((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<(N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<<N((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<PN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<TN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<MN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<ON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<VN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<SN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP(N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNPN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNTN((! <OT>S! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNMN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNVN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNSN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN((N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(PN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(TN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(MN((! PVSM! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(ON((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(VN((! (OOMO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(SN((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(>N((! <SP>(! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<=N((! PPP(<! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<(N((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<<N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<PN((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<TN((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! PPP(<! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<ON((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<VN((! <OT>S! BP!-g(!
!K"!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<SN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<>N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNP=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >NVN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >NSN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N((N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(PN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(TN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(MN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(ON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(VN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(SN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N(>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<(N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<PN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<TN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<MN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<ON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<VN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<SN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >N<>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! >NP=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NPN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NTN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NMN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NVN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NSN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N((N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(PN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
!K?!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(TN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(MN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(ON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(VN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(SN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(>N((! <<V(<! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<=N((! <<V(<! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<(N((! (PO<V! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<<N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<PN((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<TN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<MN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<ON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<VN((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<SN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NP=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (=NP(N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NPN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NTN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NMN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NVN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NSN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N>N((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N((N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(<N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(PN((! (PO<V! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(TN((! <>M<O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(MN((! SV=O! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(ON((! <OM=! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(VN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(SN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(>N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<=N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<(N((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<<N((! (>OST! BP!-g(!
!KU!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<PN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<TN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<MN((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<ON((! >TO! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<VN((! (>OST! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<SN((! MP==! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<>N((! (PO<V! BP!-g(!
2+#,/!Q',&A!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! ((NP=N((! MP==! BP!-g(!
! ! ! ! !K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! (NMN((! (<! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! (N(>N((! (<! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! <N(ON((! <V! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! T(! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! PN(ON((! T(! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! <V! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! <V! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! MNTN((! <V! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! MN(SN((! T(! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! ON(N((! T(! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! ON(MN((! (T! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! VNON((! M! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! VN<=N((! T! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! SNPN((! P! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! SN>N((! <=! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! >NVN((! S! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! >N<SN((! <V! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! (=NMN((! (=! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<TN((! T(! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! ((N<N((! (=! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! ((N(SN((! S<! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! (<NSN((! S<! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<>N((! S<! BP!-g(!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (NMN((! =)(! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (N(>N((! =)=>! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! <N(ON((! =)<! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! PN(=N((! =)(S! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! PN(ON((! =)(M! @$!B
gP!
!KH!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! TNON((! =)(<! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! TN<MN((! =)<V! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! MNTN((! =)<V! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! MN(SN((! =)<V! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ON(N((! =)<! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ON(MN((! =)<V! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! VNON((! =)<<! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! VN<=N((! =)PM! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! SNPN((! =)P(! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! SN>N((! =)<(! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! >NVN((! =)(O! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! >N<SN((! =)(<! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (=NMN((! =)=S! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (=N<TN((! =)P<! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ((N<N((! =)(M! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ((N(SN((! =)(P! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (<NSN((! =)((! @$!B
gP!
K':#,+!*+,-F#::!l,E! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (<N<>N((! =)(! @$!B
gP!
! ! ! ! !K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! SN<PN((! ()T>O! @$!B
gP!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(N((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<N((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNPN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNTN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNMN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNON((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNVN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
!KK!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNSN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN>N((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN((N((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(<N((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(PN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(TN((! (((V! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(MN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(ON((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(VN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(SN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(>N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<=N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<(N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<<N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<PN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<TN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<MN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<ON((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<VN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<SN((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<>N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNP=N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNP(N((! (>=S! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN(>N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<=N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<(N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<<N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<PN((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<TN((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<MN((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<ON((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<VN((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<SN((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SN<>N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SNP=N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
K0#E@+.+4!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! SNP(N((! TVP! BP!-g(!
! ! ! ! !8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! (N(PN((! <)=VM! @$!B
gP!
!KS!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! <N<N((! <)(T<! @$!B
gP!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! PN<N((! =)PS>(! @$!B
gP!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! TNVN((! =)PPTM! @$!B
gP!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! MNTN((! =)MM<(! @$!B
gP!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(N((! (V(! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<N((! (V(! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NPN((! (V(! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NTN((! (V(! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NMN((! OT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NON((! OT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NVN((! OT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NSN((! OT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N>N((! OT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(=N((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N((N((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(<N((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(PN((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(TN((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(MN((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(ON((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(VN((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(SN((! PO! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(>N((! OS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<=N((! OS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<(N((! OS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<<N((! OS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<PN((! OS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<TN((! OS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<MN((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<ON((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<VN((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<SN((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<>N((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NP=N((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NP(N((! T<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(N((! M=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<N((! M=! BP!-g(!
!KG!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NPN((! M=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NTN((! M=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NMN((! M=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NON((! M=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NVN((! M=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NSN((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N>N((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(=N((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N((N((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(<N((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(PN((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(TN((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(MN((! O=! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(ON((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(VN((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(SN((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(>N((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<=N((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<(N((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<<N((! >VV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<PN((! V<>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<TN((! V<>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<MN((! V<>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<ON((! V<>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<VN((! V<>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<SN((! V<>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(N((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<N((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNPN((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNTN((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNMN((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNON((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNVN((! (<O>! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNSN((! SP<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN>N((! SP<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! SP<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN((N((! SP<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(<N((! SP<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(PN((! SP<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(TN((! SP<! BP!-g(!
!KR!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(MN((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(ON((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(VN((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(SN((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(>N((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<=N((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<(N((! OMS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<<N((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<PN((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<TN((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<MN((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<ON((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<VN((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<SN((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<>N((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP=N((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP(N((! OM<! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(N((! MTP! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<N((! MTP! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNPN((! MTP! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNTN((! MTP! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNMN((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNVN((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNSN((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN>N((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(=N((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN((N((! OTV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(<N((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(PN((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(TN((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(MN((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(ON((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(VN((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(SN((! MSS! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(>N((! O((! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<=N((! O((! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<(N((! O((! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<<N((! O((! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<PN((! O((! BP!-g(!
!KA!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<TN((! O((! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! O((! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<ON((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<VN((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<SN((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<>N((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNP=N((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(N((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<N((! OMV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNPN((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNTN((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNMN((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNON((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNVN((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNSN((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN>N((! OMT! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(=N((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN((N((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(<N((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(PN((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(TN((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(MN((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(ON((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(VN((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(SN((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(>N((! MVV! BP!-g(!
8D&/04DD-!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<=N((! MVV! BP!-g(!
! ! !
!! !!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! ONTN((! (=<<! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! ONVN((! (=<<! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! ONSN((! <T>S! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! ON<SN((! O<TO! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VNTN((! T=SS! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VNON((! <V<M! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VNVN((! (POP! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN>N((! <<(T! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN(=N((! (=<<! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN((N((! (<VS! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN(PN((! <V<M! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN(TN((! <P==! BP!-g(!
!S@!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN(MN((! <V<M! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN(>N((! PP<<! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN<(N((! TOST! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN<<N((! <V<M! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN<ON((! <MMM! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN<VN((! <OT=! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VN<SN((! <=TT! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VNP=N((! <V<M! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! VNP(N((! <PSM! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN(N((! TOST! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SNTN((! TM(T! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN(<N((! <MMM! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN(VN((! PSPP! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN(>N((! <S((! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN<(N((! <=TT! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN<<N((! P=OO! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SN<PN((! (POP! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! SNP(N((! <MMM! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! >N(N((! <P==! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ":D4!9+/'! >N<N((! <V<M! BP!-g(!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! ON(N((! P)=M! @$!B
gP!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! VN(N((! M)(>V! @$!B
gP!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! SN(N((! ()O<<! @$!B
gP!
3#@'Y.!2+,#/+/#D,! ID/+:!G0D.C0D&%.! >N(N((! V)=TO! @$!B
gP!
! ! ! ! !G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(ON((! (<O(! BP -g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(VN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(SN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(>N((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<=N((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<(N((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<<N((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<PN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<TN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<MN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<ON((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<VN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<SN((! (<O(! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
!S"!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NPN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NTN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NMN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NON((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NVN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<NSN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N>N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(=N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N((N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(<N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(PN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(TN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(MN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(ON((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(VN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(SN((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N(>N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<=N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
G0#:D/0'+!27!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (<N<(N((! >PV! BP!-g(!
! ! !
!!
!K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(N((! VO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<N((! VO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NPN((! VO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NTN((! VO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NMN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NON((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NVN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NSN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N>N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(=N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N((N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(<N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(PN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(TN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(MN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(ON((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(VN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(SN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N(>N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<=N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<(N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<<N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<PN((! SO! BP!-g(!
!S?!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<TN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<MN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<ON((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<VN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<SN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (N<>N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NP=N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! (NP(N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<N((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NPN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NTN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NMN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NON((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NVN((! SO! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <NSN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N>N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(=N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N((N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(<N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(PN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(TN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(MN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(ON((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(VN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(SN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N(>N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<=N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<(N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<<N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<PN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<TN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<MN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<ON((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<VN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! <N<SN((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<N((! (MV! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNPN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNTN((! (((! BP!-g(!
!SU!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNMN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNON((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNVN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNSN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN>N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN((N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(<N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(PN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(TN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(MN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(ON((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(VN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(SN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN(>N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<=N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<(N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<<N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<PN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<TN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<MN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<ON((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<VN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<SN((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PN<>N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP=N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! PNP(N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(N((! (((! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNPN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNTN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNMN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNVN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNSN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN>N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(=N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN((N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(<N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(PN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
!SH!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(TN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(MN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(ON((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(VN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(SN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN(>N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<=N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<(N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<<N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<PN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<TN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<ON((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<VN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<SN((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TN<>N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! TNP=N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN<N((! (PT! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNPN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNTN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNMN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNON((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNVN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MNSN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN>N((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(=N((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN((N((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(<N((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(PN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(TN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
K0+C':!Q#::!2%H-#J!UUIG! ":D4!9+/'! MN(MN((! (T>! BP!-g(!
! ! !
!!
!3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NPN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NTN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NMN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NVN((! PS! BP!-g(!
!SK!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NSN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N((N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N(>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (N<>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NP=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! (NP(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNPN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNTN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNMN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNVN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNSN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN((N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
!SS!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN(>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PN<>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNP=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! PNP(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNPN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNTN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNMN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNVN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNSN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN((N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN(>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
!SG!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TN<>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! TNP=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNPN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNTN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNMN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNVN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNSN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN((N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN(>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<<N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<PN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<TN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<MN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<ON((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<VN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<SN((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MN<>N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNP=N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! MNP(N((! PS! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN(N((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN<N((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VNPN((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VNTN((! S! BP!-g(!
!SR!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VNMN((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VNON((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VNVN((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VNSN((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN>N((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN(=N((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN((N((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN(<N((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN(PN((! S! BP!-g(!
3+&#D,!*DE+:!2E0DD:!7#./&#E/! ":D4!9+/'! VN(TN((! S! BP!-g(!
! ! !
!! !
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(N((! =)O! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNPN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNTN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNMN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNON((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNVN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNSN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN>N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(=N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN((N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(PN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(TN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(MN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(ON((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(VN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(SN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN(>N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<=N((! =)O! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<<N((! =)O! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<PN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<TN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<MN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<ON((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<VN((! =)O! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<SN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TN<>N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
!SA!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! TNP=N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<N((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNPN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNTN((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNMN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNON((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNVN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNSN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN>N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(=N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN((N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(<N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(PN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(TN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(MN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(ON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(VN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(SN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN(>N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<=N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<(N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<<N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<PN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<TN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<MN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<ON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<VN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<SN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MN<>N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNP=N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! MNP(N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONPN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONTN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONMN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONVN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONSN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
!G@!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON>N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(=N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON((N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(<N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(PN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(TN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(MN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(ON((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(VN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(SN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON(>N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<=N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<PN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<TN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<MN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<ON((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<VN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<SN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ON<>N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! ONP=N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNPN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNTN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNMN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNON((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNVN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN>N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(=N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(PN((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(TN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(MN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(ON((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(VN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN(>N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<<N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
!G"!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<PN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<TN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<MN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<VN((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<SN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VN<>N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNP=N((! T)M! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! VNP(N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNPN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNTN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNMN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNON((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNVN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNSN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN>N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(=N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN((N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(<N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(PN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(TN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(MN((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(ON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(VN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(SN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN(>N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<=N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<(N((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<<N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<PN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<TN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<MN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<ON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<VN((! T)M! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<SN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SN<>N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNP=N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! SNP(N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
!G?!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >NPN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >NTN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >NMN((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >NON((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >NVN((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >NSN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N>N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(=N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N((N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(<N((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(PN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(MN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(ON((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(VN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N(SN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<=N((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<PN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<TN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<MN((! P)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! >N<>N((! =)T! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(N((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=NON((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=NSN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N>N((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N((N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(<N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(PN((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(MN((! ()>! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N(ON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<=N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<<N((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<PN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<ON((! ()(! BP!-g(!
\:@.!K:%H!8D!<(V=!2D%/0! ":D4!9+/'! (=N<VN((! =)S! BP!-g(!
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Nogaro, G.; Burgin, A. J.; Taylor, A.; Konkler, M.; Schoepfer, V.; Hammerschmidt, C. R. 
2012. Can alum prevent harmful algal blooms and restore water quality in Grand 
Lake St. Mary’s, Ohio? In preparation for J. Environ. Qual.!
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